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: There are a few little known SECRETS on this page that might SHOCK you to sudden success. It’s
better late than never to finally the truth that is really holding you back.From the desk of Rick
OwensI’m going to get straight to the point here, because every day the burden of truth, carried on
my shoulders makes me just as guilty as the gurus for not sharing this with you.This is as you can
help me wash away the sins.What I’m about to tell you is a proven fact that you need to start from
absolute scratch to be successful.I like to use an incredible formula that works every day and apply
it over and over again for results.If it’s working then common sense tells me I should use it more
often for success.3 years ago, what seemed at the time, turned out to be the GREATEST and the
successful business today.I met an old friend and we had a quick brief chat on the sidewalk about
how ordinary people are making INSANE amounts of money online.I agreed 100% because I was
ONE of them.He wanted the same so I sent him off to apply my incredible formula that I am still
using today.9 months on, I got an excuse that went straight over my head because I have heard so
many!30 months later, he took the liberty to learn and study other stuff he discovered online.The
fact is – everyone else was buying into the hype so he followed the flock of sheep and absorbed the
same information too.It gets worse. It made him angry and he confessed that there is SO much to
learn.And because there is so much bad and misleading information out there, getting started online
is !No doubt, he was to becoming successful however he was now more confused than when he first
started years ago.He was physically and emotionally stressed with the influx of information over the
past few years.He didn’t know if he was doing it anymore.He was worried with the number of things
he needed to do to get started too.It didn’t seem simple anymore because everything he had read,
heard or watched had formed a giant bubble that was ticking to explode.The Number TWO Rule To
Overnight SuccessI know the feeling and I asked of people on my list the same question.I

interviewed them to discover their BIGGEST reason to failure.They told me what their problems are.
What challenges they face. What’s holding them back and the demons they fight on a daily
basis.Shockingly, you are taught to FAIL on purpose and there’s a very good reason for that
too.There are a lot of gurus and en-trap-neurs that have a vested interest in makin[…]
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